
Amendments

Author Correction: A global analysis of subsidence, relative sea-level change and 
coastal flood exposure
Robert J. Nicholls   , Daniel Lincke   , Jochen Hinkel   , Sally Brown   , Athanasios T. Vafeidis   , Benoit Meyssignac   , 
Susan E. Hanson   , Jan-Ludolf Merkens and Jiayi Fang   

Correction to: Nature Climate Change https://doi.org/10.1038/s41558-021-00993-z, published online 8 March 2021.

In the version of this Article originally published, in the sentence beginning “Here, we quantify global-mean relative sea-level rise...” 
in the Abstract, the value ‘2.5 mm yr–1’ should have been ‘2.6 mm yr–1’. Furthermore, the sentence “In 2015, this floodplain population 
is approximately 235 million people.” should have made clear that the value of the floodplain population was for the scenario without 
subsidence and climate-induced sea-level rise (SLR); it has now been amended to “Without subsidence and climate-induced SLR, the 
global floodplain population in 2015 would have been approximately 235 million people.” Also, the beginning of the subsequent sentence 
“Assuming no subsidence and no climate-induced SLR...” has been amended to “Still assuming no subsidence and no climate-induced 
SLR...” The online versions of the Article have been corrected.
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Author Correction: Disturbance suppresses the aboveground carbon sink in North 
American boreal forests
Jonathan A. Wang   , Alessandro Baccini, Mary Farina, James T. Randerson    and Mark A. Friedl   

Correction to: Nature Climate Change https://doi.org/10.1038/s41558-021-01027-4, published online 29 April 2021.

In the version of this Article originally published, for Fig. 5b,c the red and black outlines of the data points were not explained, thus the 
following sentence has been added to the caption: “Red outlines indicate models that represent fire processes and black outlines indicate 
models that lack representation of fires.” The online versions of the Article have been corrected.
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